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ABSTRACT

We review the theoretical development concerning the phase stability

of random brasses. The introductory discussion of the subject embraces the

rules of metallurgy in general, but we emphasize on the roles of electron-per-

atora ratio in the major bulk of our discussion. Starting from the so-called

rigid-band model the discussion goes upto the recent higher-order

pseudopotential theory. The theoretical refinements within the

pseudopotential framework are discussed briefly. The stability criteria

of the random phases are analysed both in the static latt ice and dynamic

lattice approximations.
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I, GENERAL INTRODUCTION

It is now more than half a century since Hume-Rothery (1931) observed

the most celebrated empirical rules of metallurgy. The observation started

with the quest "what factors determine whether two kinds of atoms unite

together to form phases that are statile either thermally or in range of

compositions?". The factors observed are mentioned briefly as follows:

(1) The difference between the electronegativities AX plays an important

role In determining the stability of phases. An increasing AX increases the

tendency for tvo atoms to unite in either liquid and solid phases. (2) The

elements from particular groups in the periodic table have a greater tendency

to unite with elements from other particular groups. (3) The size factors,

i.e. atomic diameters of the components play a dominant role in the stability

criteria of certain phases; these factors have been proved to be important

for other purposes as veil (Hafner ana Heimendahl 1979). C O The orbital

type restrictions are elso important deciding factors in this respect. It

is noted that structures vhose hybrid bonding orbitals involve a very high

proportion of d function may not mix with class I or class IV elements.

Similarly, atoms giving rise to almost pure p bonding may not enter

structures with involving other types. However, a high value of Ax may

overcome these restrictions. (5) The electron-per-atom ratio comprises

one of the most important factors in determining the phase stability in many

binary solid solutions. There have been some review articles concerning a

general discussion of these phase-stability factors (Heine and Weaire 1970,

Stroud 1980, Massalski 1983 and Fettifor 1983).

In this article we shall concentrate our efforts in describing the

gradual development concerning the last factor i.e. the role of electron-per-

atom ratio (c/a) on the structural stability of alloy phases. It was

pointed out by Hume-Rothery (1931) that many binary substitutional alloys

pass through a number of distinct crystal structures as the concentration

varies (Hansen 1958, Hultgren et al. 1973). He also observed that each phase

occurring in such a sequence tends to be stable at a characteristic electron-

per-atom ratio Z, irrespective of the other properties of the alloy system.

In the following table we present some of the alloys and the characteristic

value of Z at which various phases become stable. Thus, for example

the disordered fcc(n) phase in the brass-type alloys has a solubility limit

close to Z = 1.36, while the disordered bcc(S) phe.se is the only stable

structure occurring at high temperatures in the narrow range of concentrations
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Table 1,1 Various alloy phases are stable at various electron-per-atom

ratio Z,

Alloy

CuZn

CuAl

CuSn

CuSi

CuGe

AgCd

AgZn

AuZn

AuSn

AuAl

Z in a-phase

1.381)

1.1*08

1.270

l.teo
1.360
1.1*25
1.373

Z in g-phase

1.1+8

1.1*8

1.1*9

1.1(9

1.50

1.48

1.37

1 in y-phase

1.58 - 1.66

1.63 - 1.77

I.67 - 1-67

1.59 - 1-63
I.58 - 1.63

* Obtained from Mott and Jones (1936) p. 172 (also see Massalski 1983).

of about 1.1*8 valence electrons-per-atom. On the other hand the y phase

occurs in a range of concentrations, roughly between 2 = 1.60 and 1.70.

The f i rs t theoretical explanation advanced by Mott and Jones (1936)
emphasized that the s tabi l i ty of alloy phases could be explained by invoking
the so called Brlllouin zone - Fermi surface interaction. Jones (1937)
found froa his model calculations for the differences in the band structure
energies between phases that the fee structure is favourable for Z = l.l+lt
and the bcc structure for a larger value of Z. He argued that the phase
s tabi l i ty should be associated with the van Hove singularities in the density
of s tates . - Although his calculations seemed to justify the idea of the
Brillouin zone - Fermi surface interaction explaining the Hume-Rothery rules
there has been an occasional statement to the contrary. Specifically, when i t
became known that the actual Fermi surface for a l l of the three pure fee
noble metals is already in contact with the hexagonal Brillouin zone, this
explanation of the Hume-Rothery rules became untenable. The difficulty
in associating a special s tabi l i ty with either the Fermi sphere or Fenni
surface and subsequent advances in the understanding of the structural
properties of metals are responsible for the revival of th is naggy problem
for a fresh fundamental attack. Attempts for a valid theory to explain these



rules base upon the fact that when the Fermi sphere touches a zone plane,

the total energy Of the corresponding structure decreases due to the singularity

in the density response function. Blandin (I963, 1967) and Heine (1969)

speculated that the energy of a. particular crystal structure will drop

rapidly as 2K_ passes through a lattice vector g and might fall 1)6104/

those of other possible crystal structures. Later, Stroud and Ashcroft (1971),

performed calculations of the energy differences between structures for some

brass-type alloys using the pseudopotential theory. Their results do indeed

show that at concentrations where 2Kp s*g, the energy of the corresponding

crystal structure decreases significantly relative to the other two and they

obtained a rather successful account of the variation of the stable crystal

structure with concentration. Stroud and Ashcroft (1971) concluded from

their study that the Hmne-Rothery rules arise from the rapid variation of the

density response function in the immediate vicinity of 2K . Recently

k'vans et al. (1979) reformulated the second-order perturbation theory and

noted thut the total energy consists of a one-electron contribution and what

they call a "neutral object" contribution arising from the interaction between

the screened neutral pseudoatoms. They showed that the logarithmic

singularity inherently connected to the non-interacting response function

associated with the one-electron contribution was responsible for assessing

the stability of the alloy phases.

It is important to note here that for nearly two decades the second-

order pseudopotentia.1 theory has been the only forbidable tool for investigating

the stability of metallic and alloy phases. It has also been noted, however,

that the inclusion of the higher-order terms in the theory is essential for

predicting the crystal structure of many metallic systems (Haramerberg and

Ashcroft 197^, Rahman et al. 198M- Consequently from the structural

consideration it is essential to include the higher-order terms in the theory

for binary alloys; in a recent investigation (Rahman and Rahman I985&) it has

"been noted that the higher-order terms play important roles in predicting the

crystal structures of many binary alloys.

So far our introductory discussion involves the prediction of crystal

structures by calculating the energy differences of static lattices. However,

to determine the thermodynamic stability limits of the alloy phases one requires

to calculate free energies for various prefixed crystal structures as functions

of concentrations; the phase boundaries are then obtained from the common

tangent construction. Even though this is the standard method of determining
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the phase boundaries there are still difficulties in doing so by employing

an appropriate microscopic theory, this is because the energy differences

between crystal structures are so small that construction of common tangent

is practically difficult. However, there are some efforts (Rahman 198la)

to predict the thermodynamic stability limits by constructing common-tangents

between free energies of formations rather than free energies themselves.

The latter efforts necessitate a finite temperature theory which includes

lattice vibrations in the relevant formalism via some approximate scheme.

The essential ingredients required for the final calculations are determined

through a variational method based on the Gibbs-Bogoliubov inequality.

Wow other than the cohesion at absolute zero another factor plays

very significant roles in predicting the phase stability of metals and alloys;

this is entropy which accounts for the uncertainties in the specification of

the parameters of the system. That is why in many systems it is noted .,' at

certain structures become stable at low temperatures due to lower binding

energy and other structure.", become stable at high temperatures because of

higher entropy. Recently the latter aspect has created renewed interest ;

in predicting the crystal structures of metals and alloys (March 1986 an<1

Rahman 1987).

I I , THE EARLY THEORY OF MOTT AND JOHES

In this section we briefly describe the first theoretical approach

advanced by Mott and Jones (1936) towards explaining the stabili ty of an

alloy phase. Their theory was based on the one-electron approximation in

terms of a rigid band model. In their description Mott and Jones (1936)

started with a pure metal A having density-of-states (DOS) n (E) per

unit energy for the pure matrix. The DOS curve exhibits kinks as shown in

Fig,2,1. These kinks appear when the surfaces of constant energy Just touch

the Brillouin zone boundary. Now if another component with atomic species

B is mixed with A then the first order shift in energy corresponding to the

one-electron state i/v is:

(£.1)
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where V is the perturbing potential arising due to the presence of the

B atoms, More precisely we can say that an electron sees itself in a

different field in the presence of B atoms and the diffference in energy 4E

is the outcome of this change in the overall field.

Fig.2.1 Diagramatic illustration of the stability of phases. (a) denotes

density-of-states (DOS) curve and (b) the total energy.

Now the essence of the rigid band model is that the energy shift AE

is independent of the state \Jv- The effective density-of-states (DOS) curve

is now simply n(E) = nQ(E - AE) and is obtained by a translation of AE

along the abscissa in Fig.2.1(a). If the B atoms have a different valency

than the A atoms, the point D, representing the density-of-states for the

Fermi energy will move towards the right.

The total energy is given by

Fig.2,l(b) upholds a qualitative representation of £ given by Eq.(2.2).

The free electron density-of-states as represented by the dashed curve in

Fig.2.l(a) reproduce the free electron total energy denoted by the dashed

curve in Fig.2.l(b). The solid curves in both the figures represent the

actual situation. The stability criteria are determinecl by the location

of the point D (and 0'), for example, if on alloying the location of D

shifts to C then a pronounced minimum appears in the total energy curve

and this signifies a special stability. In fact this is the point where

the free electron Fermi sphere touches the Brillouin zone boundary. This

idea leads to the conclusion that: a given phase is particularly stable when

the electron atom ratio is such that the free electron Fermi sphere is nearly

tangent to the zone boundary. This is qualitatively the Jones explanation

of the Hume-Rothery rules.

Let us now take a situation where two distinct phases are stable

at two concentrations: the energies for the two phases a and 6 be

described as functions of the electron-per-atom ratio Z as shown in Fig,2,2,

The points D and D represent the points D' of Fig.2.l{b) for the two
a p

phases. These are the points at which the free electron Fermi spheres

touch the Brillouin zone boundaries corresponding to the phases concerned.

To specify the stability limits of the phases a common tangent is drawn which

touches the two curves at M and N (D and D being the minima in the
a p ^ „ „

E(Z) curves). The a phase will be stable within the range of Z < Z.= Z
while the f-phase will be stable within Z < Z = Z of another phase, say

Si p _
with structure y, exists at a concentration such that Z > Z the B-phase
may be limited to a very narrow range of electron-per-atom ratio around Z .

p

On the other hand if there is no other structure appearing at an electron-

per-atom ratio smaller than Z then the a structure remains stable over

a
a wide range of concentrations in the region Z 4, Z . This is the semi-

qualitative explanation of the relative phase stability for brass-type alloys

as advanced by Mott and Jones (1936) half a century ago.

The explanation of the stability of alloy phases based on a rigid

band model is truly qualitative. This is because the rigid band model itself

has got some obvious limitations. In this respect some critical remarks are

made as in the following:

(1) In accordance with the rigid band model the energy shift fiE is a

constant quantity. It is obvious that AE will be a constant only when

ifij* corresponds to a free electron. In fact AE changes substantially

depending on the orbital restriction.

(2) In calculating the total energy £ the electron-electron interaction

is counted twice.



Fig.2.2 Schermatle representation of the tvo different phases as a

function of the electron-per-atom ratio Z.

(3) The final calculations take care of some second-order terms in the

concentration of B atoms. Any significant calculation should, however,

take care of at least all second-order terms including second-order changes

in the one electron energies.

(k) The rigid band model provides no information atout the spatial

distribution of the electrons. The extra electrons are distributed in the

whole crystal, whereas they should be concentrated around the B atoms so as

to compensate the extra electric charge of the B nuclei.

(5) This model does not consider lattice vibrations in the formalism,

whereas lattice dynamics plays important roles in the phase stability.

III. SOME LESS BECENT DEVELOPMENT: MODEL OF PAIR INTERACTION

Since the first theoretical explanation by Hott and Jones (1936) there

has not been any further theoretical development of the subject correlating the
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phase stability with the electron*-per~atom ratio 2 until early sixties.

Apart from the limitations as pointed out in the last section, the early

work was further limited by lack of detailed knowledge of the band parameters,

the latter being dependent on the crystal structures. However, with the

advent of the paeudopotential formalism (Cohen 1963) it became possible to

carry on first principles investigations of the structural properties of

metals and alloys (Harrison 1966). At the same time experimental work on

the determination of Fermi surfaces provided a sensitive test for the

description of band structure in terms of pseudopotentials. Blandin (1963,

19&T) initiated the application of the pseudopotential formalism to investigate

the structural phase stability of binary alloys.

A brief description of the model of pair interaction initiated by

Blandin and co-workers in describing the phase stability in binary alloys

is presented as in the following.

The Coulomb interaction between two charges Z and Z located

at R and R in a free electron gas is

(3.D

g = " £B

Owing to screening by the electrons, the effective interaction of the

charges in the free electron gas is

( 3 .2 )

where £(q.) is the static dielectric constant for wave vector cj. Owing

to the screening, Wjnti) has no long-range Coulomb part - but it exhibits

Friedel oscillations (Friedel 1951)) for large Ft:

( 3 .3 )

These oscillations in the real space are related to the logarithmic

singularity of £(q) for q near to 21^: £(q) T. (q - 2Kp) log |q -

giving rise to Kohn anomaly (Kohn 1959).
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At this point it is relevant to mention that the method of pair

interaction has been used with success to calculate the energy for different

structures of normal metals (Harrison 1963, Pick and Sarma 196k). The

formalism was later extended by Blandin (196?) as in the following:

In a substitutionally disordered alloy AB the total energy of the

alloy is given by

u = uo+ 2 (3.It)

where U is a volume-dependent contribution varying smoothly with

concentration of B atoms. W {R ) is an average interaction

W if?) = o-c w f\fz> BB
(3.5)

At large R,W(R) exhibits oscillatroy behaviour (see Eq.(3.3)).

The second term in (3.4) can also be written as

(3.6)

where N is the number of atoms, £2 the atomic volume, g the reciprocal

lattice vector of the underlying lattice and <|>(q) the Fourier transform

uf W (R ),

Row since W(R) exhibits Friedel oscillations at large R, <|>(q)

inherits a Kohn anomaly at q = 2Kp and this indicates that $'(q) = -7*-

has an infinite slope at this point. From this property it can easily be

seen that the total energy will have an infinite slope when one of the reciprical

la t t ice vectors g is equal to 2K_- This is just the cr i t ical value of the

rigid band model that corresponds to the number of electrons-per-atom % ,

Thus when U1 is plotted against 2Kp (in fact as a function of

concentration of B atoms) one obtains the diagramatic representation as

shown in Fig.3-1.

The figure exhibits that wheu the Fermi diameter 21C, is nearly equal

to the relevant reciprocal la t t ice vector g the energy becomes lower. A

very similar explanation was advanced by Mott and Jones (1936) on the basis

of the rigid band model.
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Fig.3.1 Total energy of the alloy in the model of pair interactions.

IV. EARLY APPLICATIONS OF THE PSEUDOPOTEHTIAL THEORY

With the development of the pseudopotential theory it has become

possible to consider the Hume-Rothery rules as part of the general problem of

predicting the crystal structures of metals and alloys. The subject was

pioneered by Heine and Weaire (1966) and Harrison (1966) who computed the

energies of different crystal structures for a number of metals; a series

of systematic studies had been carried out later by others (for a review upto

1970, see Heine and Weaire 19T0). Stroud and Ashcroft (1971) for the first

time presented detailed pseudopotential calculations of the energies of the

fee, bec and hep structures for several alloys as functions of composition.

In all cases they noted that the screening divergence at g f- 2¥y had a

striking effect and it was of principal importance in determining the variation

of alloy structure with composition.



A. Some details of the early calculations

In analogy with the simple metallic ease, the internal energy for an

alloy has "been considered as (1) the energy of an array of positive ions

immersed in a uniform distribution of conduction electrons, plus (2) an

additional energy due to the redistribution of the conduction electrons in

the presence of a self-consistent electron-ion pseudopotential. More precisely,

for a binary alloy A B with A and B atoms randomly distributed on H

atomic sites the first contribution, popularly known as the Madelung energy

(in Rydberg per electron) is

B =
to 2rvz-

where H is a site index, Z is the charge of the R-th ion,

Z = xZ, + (1 - ")ZTI *he average number of valence electrons per ion, and

the brackets denote an average over all possible configurations of the A and

B ions. In the formulation Stroud and Ashcroft (1971) assumed the alloy to

have unit volume. Assuming that the alloy has only long-range order it is

legitimate to take

and after taking Fourier transform of (k.l) one writes

T2 I H i<

where S(^} = n \ expdq^-R) is the structure factor for the la t t ice ,

R
defined by a sum running over all n atoms in the unit cell. The zeroth

Fourier component of Eq.(U,2) is cancelled out by an analogous term arising

from the electron-electron and electron-ion interaction.

The band structure contribution that arises from the redistribution

of the conduction electrons in the presence of a self-consistent electron-ion

interaction is written as

+ structure-independent terms.

-13-
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In Eq.(U,3) V^fq) = xVyc(q) + (1 - x)Vv(_(q) is the Fourier transform of

the virtual crystal potential (assumed local and for the moment energy-

independent). The formula for Ebs assumes that the induced electronic

charge density is proportional to the perturbing electron-ion potential.

Ashcroft and Stroud took (£(q) to be of the Lindhard form and thus

their theory is equivalent to the second-order perturbation theory with respect

to a free electron gas.

Initially Stroud and Ashcroft calculated the relative energies

for the fee, bec and hep structures of CuAl using point-ion potentials

of the form

Wf) = -

and the Lindhard dielectric function

t.5)

where M = being the electronic radius. The sum was in each case

carried out over about l6o reciprocal lat t ice vectors and atomic volumes

were assumed to vary linearly with composition. Calculated energy differences

for CuAl as functions.of concentration are shown in Fig.4,1,

Now that the alloy concentration passes through a paint marked by an

arrow (in the direction of increasing Z) the energy of the corresponding

structure decreases sharply relative to the other two. The reason for this

decrease is that near g a 2Kp the slope of (£~ (u)-l) and hence that of

the nummand of Ci.3), is large and negative, becoming infinitely so at g s ? K

Since the divergence in 6(u) is only logarithmic, it is nearly invisible on

any scale. It reveals from this calculation that the point-ion potential

gives large energy differences and consequently the higher-order terms are

suspected to be too large to be neglected. So, Stroud and Ashcroft

repeated their calculations by replacing the point-ion potential by the

empty-core pseudopotential (Ashcroft 1966). The results for CuAl are shown

in Fig.It.2.

Al
I t is relevant to mention here that the value of 1.115 au for

fi ts Fermi surface and transport data very well, but, there is no single

core radius that fi ts all such data for Cu.

Fig.It.2 reproduces the first zero of Harrison's (19&9) pseudopotential.

The values r = 1 2k used inc

- l i t -



10 1-4

Volenet electrons per ion

1-8 2Z 26 3-0

0 4 0 6

Percentage AI

Fig.14.1 Energy differences per electron for several structures of CuAl

as functions of concentration, calculated using the point-ion

potential Ci.k). Arrows denote concentrations at which various

reciprocal lattice vectors cross 2Kp and the adjacent numbers

are the sum of the squares of the associated structure factors.

(After Stroud and Ashcroft 1971).

It is noted, however, that the exact position of the first zero is apparently

not of critical importance in determining whether a given metal will be fee,

bec or hep. In thief calculations they also observed that the Hume-Rothery

rules arise not so much from the logarithmic infinity in the dielectric

function itself as from rapid variation of the dielectric function in the

immediate vicinity of 2Kp.

- 1 5 -

Valence electrons per ion
1-4 IB II 2-6 5-0

hcp(2>
hcp(l-5)rcc(B)b«(i2) \ , - ' fcc(6)

.00
Pure Cu

02 0-4 0-6
Percentage Al

1-0
PurtAI

Fig . l t ,2 Energy d i f f e r ences per e l e c t r o n in CuAl, us ing t h e empty-core

p s e u d o p o t e n t i a l (Ashcroft 1966) with y^ = 1.115 and

V»C
U =» 1.2>* au (After Stroud and Ashcroft 1971) .

V. A RETTEWED APPROACH: SOME RELEVANT POINTS

The r e s u l t s of Stroud and Ashcroft (1971) do indeed show t h a t a t

c o n c e n t r a t i o n s where 2YL^ <s g, t h e energy of t h e corresponding c r y s t a l s t r u c t u r e

decreases rapidly relative to the other two and they obtain a rather successful

account of the variation of stable crystal structure with concentration. But

they could not provide direct proof of their conclusion that the Hume-Eothery

rules arise from the rapid variation of the density response function in the

immediate vicinity of 2Kj,. In fact their results for the energy differences

follow from summarizing over alxmt l6o reciprocal lattice vectors, so it is

not at all obvious vhy the first non-vanishing g should be crucially important

for the energetics. Furthermore, Stroud and Ashcroft (1971) worked in terms

of the density response of the interacting electron gas to "bare" pseudopotentiels,

-16-



so thier results include the effects of electron-electron Interactions, double

counting etc. Consequently, the role of the free electron response function

remains somewhat obscure.

Subsequently, Evans et al, (1979) opined that the Blandin-Heine-Stroud-

Ashcroft explanation was the correct one. They re-examined the pseudopotential

model and re-analyzed the calculations of Stroud and Aschcroft in order to

clarify the above points. They reformulated the conventional second-order

perturbation theory so that the total energy of the system consists of a

neutral object contribution arising from the band structure of these neutral

pseudo-atoms. This one-electron contribution involves the response function

for the uniform free electron gas and is shown to be much more structure-

sensitive than the neutral object contribution to the total energy. By

calculating structural energy differences for several brass-type alloys they

have shown that the one-electron contribution decreases rapidly at concentrations

where ?Kp = g and is therefore responsible for the systematic variation of

crystal structure with Z. Using the analytical properties of the free electron

response function they show that the one-electron contribution to the total

energy, which s t i l l requires a summation over many reciprocal lattice vectors,

can be transformed to a more useful integral representation that clearly

emphasizes the Importance of the first reciprocal lattice vector and the

quantity 2KF. They have found that the rapid relative decrease in the

structural energy can be attributed to the rapid variation of the density-

response function which occurs around q = 2K_. Their approach In fact

constitutes strong support for the validity of the Blandin-Heine-Stroud-Ashcroft

explanation of the Hume-Rothery rules for the a and 0 brasses.

In the following sub-sections ue briefly describe the reformulation of

the second-order pseudopotential theory, identification of the most structure-

sensitive contribution and re-analysis of the latter by Evans et al. (1979).

A. Reformulation of the second-order theory

Evans et al. (1979) started with the total energy to second-order in
the perturbing potential 6V(r) for an alloy A B. of volume SJ

-17-

. . . 4 1 k ,u A- '-- -

where E depends on the average electron-density n and on the zeroth

Fourier components of the peeudopotentials but is independent of the

arrangement of the ions. The structure dependent contributions are the

band structure term

and the Madelung term

H' * "

where

- N

( 5 . 2 )

(5 .3 )

(5 .1 * )

and

( 5 - 5 )

are the structure factors for atoms A and B respectively. X(Q) is the

interacting density response function for the uniform electron gas of density

nQ. U is the energy associated with the redistribution of electrons caused

by replacing the positive background by the ions. U is the contribution
M

arising from the direct ion-ion interaction; the la t ter is assumed to be

purely Coulomblc. In a static lat t ice approximation and considering

configurational disorder alone one writes

(5-6)

where S is the configurational entropy of the alloy,c

The configurationally averaged quantities are

-18-



(5-7}

Similarly the Madelung term can be transformed to

(5.8)

For a random distribution of ions on lattice sites the relevant configuration

average reduces to NC(l-c) (Inglesfield 1969}; the entropy is simply the ideal

entropy of mixing and the configurational free energy has the form

(5.9)

In this equation the second and fourth terms are structure independent and

one needs to consider the "virtual crystal" contributions i.e. the first and

third terms, when calculating which crystal structure should he energetically

favourable for a given atomic concentration c and given volume fi, Stroud

and Ashcroft (1971) calculated the energy differences between the various

crystal structures using the structure-independent terms of Eq.(5.9). It

has already been mentioned that the numerical calculations by Stroud and

Ashcroft gave a rather successful account of the phase stability in the brass-

type alloys, Evans et al. (1979) were motivated to examine the model

described by Eq.(5.9) in more detail, in order to identify those contributions

which are most structure sensitive and which are, therefore, responsible for

the dependence of the alloy crystal structure on the electron-per-atom ratio.

-19-

The "band structure contribution U involves the interacting

density response function and therefore includes the effects of electron-

electron interactions as well as one-electron band structure effects. So

in the first place Evans et al. (1979) expressed the conduction electron

density n(q) in terms of the interacting density response function and the

bare pseudopotential followed by an alternate expression in terms of the

non-interacting response function X (q) an<3 tJle screened pseudopotential

V (<i). Using the relationship between these two indentities and the
5C

connection between the screened and bare psedopotentials via the electron-

electron interaction function U one writes

= ~ Hi*if) (5.10)

Finally in their re-analysis of the pseudopotential theory Evans et al.

regrouped the structure-dependent contribution as in the following

+ structure independent terms (5.11)

where v (q) = cv (q) + (l - c) v (q). The first term in this equation

is an effective one-electron contribution to the total energy that arises from

the band structure of screened (neutral) pseudo-atoms. The third term '..-orrects

for double counting of the electron-electron interaction which occurs in the

first term. The combination of the second and third terms has been called

the neutral object contribution. Aiming to determine the sensitivity of

these terms to crystal structure Evans et al. performed explicit calculations

of structural energy differences for the alloys CuAl, CuZn and CuSn,

Since the first two alloy systems were investigated by Rtroud and Ashcroft (1971)

they chose the same bare potential and core radii for Cu, Al and Sn.

For Sn they set T> = 1.30 au (Cohen and Heine 1970). Their results

for CuAl, CuZn and CuSn are presented in Figs.(5.1), (5.2) and (5.3}

respectively. In the calculations it was assumed that the atomic volume varies

linearly with concentration and that the response function is replaced by its

zero temperative limit. In these calculations they have employed the Hartree
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bec fee
FIR.5.1(a), the free energy difference per electron F - F for CuAl as

a function of the electron/atom ratio Z. The calculations use the

Ashcroft empty-core pseudopotential with r = and

r U = l.USau. Curve A denotes the total energy difference,

curve B the difference in one-electron energies, curve C the

difference in the third term in Eq.(5.11) and curve D the

difference in the Madelung energies. The neutral object energy

difference corresponds to C + D. The arrows denote the electron/

atom ratio at which various reciprocal latt ice vectors cross 2¥y,

and the adjacent numbers are the associated structural weights

(after Evans et al . 1979).
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Fig.5.l(b), the free energy difference per electron F - F for CuAl

as a function of the electron/atom ratio Z. The c/a ratio is

taken to "be the ideal ratio for all concentrations. The

labelling of the curves follows that in (a) (after F.vam; et al.J979).

included in the summations. Consequently, the predictions for stable crystal

structures as noted by Evans et al. were the same as those of Strouci and

Ashcroft. They noted in particular the failings of the calculations at

pure Cu and Zn. Although pure Cu was predicted to be hep it was noted

that the one-electron contribution favours the fee structure. Following

Ashcroft and Rtroud i t was argued by Evans et al. that the direct ion-ion

interaction is inadequately represented by simple Coulomb repulsion between

point ions in Cu and that the polarizability of the ion cores (including the

d shells) must be included. In a concurrent attempt Richardson and Mahanty

(1979) have shown that inclusion of the van der Waals contribution to the

binding energy of the crystalline noble metals could somewhat predict the

observed crystal structure. Consequently, Evans et al. speculated that

Inclusion of the van der Waals contribution to the neutral object part of the

total energy could also lead to the prediction of the observed fee structure

for Cu. In this respect we also refer to the work by Dagens (197T) and
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Fig.5.2(a), the free energy difference per electro F - F for CuZn as

as function of the electron/atom ratio Z. The calculations use

the Ashcroft empty-core pseudopotential with r U = 1.2k au and

r^ = 1.27au, The labelling of the curves follows that in Fig.5.1(a).

(b), the free energy difference per electron F c-p - F c c for CuZn

as a function of the electron/atom ratio Z, The c/a ratio is

taken to be 1.857, the value observed for pure Zn, at a l l

concentrations. The labelling of the curves follovs that in

Fig.5.l(a) (after Evans et al. 1979).
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Fig.5.3(a), the free energy difference per electron F - F for CuSn as

a function of the electron/atom ratio Z. The calculations use the

Ashcroft empty-core pseudopotential with r = l,2l*au and

rSn a l,30au. The labelling of the curves follows that in Fig.5.1(a).

(b), the free energy difference per electron F c p - F c c for CuSn

as a function of the electron per atom ratio Z. The c/a ratio is

taken to be the ideal ratio for al l concentrations. The labelling

of the curves follows that in Fig. j . l (a) (after Evans et al. 1979).



Moriarty (1973) who have been able to predict the right crystal structures

for all of the three noble metals by calculations that adequately include the

effects of d-bands in the formulation. Hitherto known calculations, however,

have failed to predict the right crystal structure for pure Zn. This is

mainly due to the fact that the difference betveen the Madelung energies (when

the c/a ratio for the hep structure is taken to be 1.85, the observed value

for Zn) is large enough to be counteracted by other contributions. In this

situation, as stated by Evans et al., it was not clear whether including o

van der Haals contribution would improve matters or whether a more sophisticated

treatment of the electron-ion interaction, which allovs for s - d hybridization,

is required. Subsequently, Rahman (1979) repeated the calculations with the

ideal c/a ratio and the results are presented in Fig.3.h. It is notable that

15
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-20

- 2-5

lS\\ 17 !B 1-9 20

15

10

OS

7n
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2-5

Fig.5.!4 The free energy difference per electron F r - F for Cu2n as

a function of the electron per atom ratio Z, The c/a ratio is

taken to be the ideal ratio for all concentrations. The labelling

of the curves follows that in Fig.5.1 (after Rahman 1979)-
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in the later calculations the hep structure was found to be energetically

favourable for pure Zn and the Zn rich alloys. These calculations also

predicted an hep structure for pure Sn and Sn rich CuSn alloys. At

this point i t is relevant to mention whether or not the observed white-tin

or grey-tin structures have energies lower than simple hep, bec or fee is

difficult to say without very much more detailed calculation.

The striking feature of the results described as above is the systematic
variation of the stable crystal structure with the electron-per-atom ra t io .
For CuAl the sequence is fcc-bcc-hcp with transition at electron-per-atom
ratios Z of about 1.1(6, 1.66 and £".15 respectively. For CuUn the
calculated sequence is fcc-bcc-hcp-fcc-hcp and ratios 2 of 1.48, 1.73, 2,r!0
and 3.ll4 while in CuZn there is a transition from fee to bec stable at
1.47 electron-per-atom. From these results obtained from the reforrauli'o'
pseudopotential theory i t is clear that this systematic variation of the crystal
structure with Z is dominated by the one-electron contribution to the free
energy. On the other hand i t is noted that the neutral object contribution
to the structural energy difference does vary weakly with concentration, but
i t s behaviour tends to reflect the concentration dependence of the one-electron
contribution.

The concentrations at which the f i rs t few reciprocal l a t t i ce vectors

of the different crystal structures cross 2K ,̂, the Fermi diameter _, are

indicated in Fig.5-1, 5-2 and 5-3. At such concentrations (see also Stroud

and Ashcroft 1971) the one-electron contribution tc the free energy of the

corresponding structure decreases sharply relat ive to the other structures and

hence gives r i se to the above variation of the stable crystal structure.

Stroud and Ashcroft earl ier concluded that the rapid decrease in the response

function x(q) at q ^ 2Kp is responsible for th is feature; they do not,

however, provide direct proof for this conclusion. In a la ter stage Evans

et al . (1979) re-analyzed the one-electron contribution to the free energy

and showed explicit ly that the rapid decrease in the one-electron contribution

to the free energy difference could be directly related to the behaviour of

the non-interacting response function XQ(q) at q ^ 2K-,-
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B. Analysis of the most structure sensitive contribution

The one-electron contribution to free energy i.e. the first term in

Eq.(5.9) converges rather slowly: v ^ ~ g~2 and X -v g~2 for large g, so

the energy converges as g , This indicates that for the desired convergence

the sum requires reciprocal lattice vectors over many shells. Consequently,

it is difficult to ascertain Just what it is that makes a particular crystal

structure energetically favourable at a given alloy concentration. Furthermore,

it is difficult to reconcile this direct computational approach to the energetics

with any simple argument which only requires a single reciprocal lattice vector

to be equal to 2Kp. Subsequently the re-analysis of the one-electron

contribution by Evans et al. (1979) demonstrates explicitly the importance of

the first few reciprocal lattice vectors and SK̂ ,.

It has been noted that the variation of the energy difference between

crystal structures as a function of concentration does not depend strongly on

the form of the screened pseudopotential. So using the Thomas-Fermi limit of

the dielectric constant and exploiting the analytic "behaviour of the function

(5.12)

vir. J is closely related to the non-interacting density response function

x o ( q )

(5.13)

the one-electron contribution has been expressed in an integral form {Evans

et al. 1979)

(5.11.)+ structure-insensitive terms

Here G(ID) is a structure constant given by
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(5.15)

vhere n is the Ewald parameter and erfc(n) = (2//n) exp(-t )dt. With a

suitable choice of n, both real and reciprocal space summations converge

rapidly and G(iu) is readily calculated. The real space part is structure-

insensitive; the structure-sensitive contributions to G(u) arise from the

poles at the reciprocal lattice vectors. Close inspection of the second terra

in G((D) indicates that a particular crystal structure may become energetically

favourable, relative to other structures, if it has a reciprocal lattice vector

just less than 2Kp. Thus i t has become possible to isolate the structure-

sensitive contribution to the free energy by exploring a convenient

representation of the one-electron contribution. To demonstrate this point

more explicitly we write from Eq.(5.l't)

(5.16)

where
?)/l6n22£j]v^(u)[G,bcc, i ofcc, , i

ui) being the

pseudopotential with Thomas-Fermi screening. The integrand *f (UJ) for the

CuAl system at various concentrations is plotted in Fig,5.5. These diagrams

give a rather clear picture of why the energetically favourable structure

follows the sequence fcc-bcc-fcc as the concentration of Al is increased.

fee
When 2K̂  is Just less than g. , the first fee reciprocal l a t t i ce

vector, "^(a) is positive and the fee structure is favoured over the bee.

This corresponds to Z < 1.35. When 2K-, > g, *T(u) has a negative
fee —

contribution in the range g ^ in $ 2JC, (see Fig.5.5[a) where Z = l . l i) .
fee

The negative contribution, which arises from the pole in G , grows as 2K

approaches g , the first, bec reciprocal la t t ice vector and the bec

structure becomes energetically favourable. When 2Kp > g.CC,T{iu) develops

a positive contribution in the range g ^ m £ 2K (see Fig.5-5(b) but the



bcc structure remains favourable until the second fee reciprocal lattice

vector becomes relevant (Figs.5.5(c) and (d)). Thus the rapid relative

decrease in the structural free energy difference which occurs when 21^

becomes equal to the first few reciprocal lattice vectors can be readily

understood from an examination of ^ ( u ) . Similar conclusions hold for the

hep-fee energy difference.

20

15
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3

3
j

[a I

-10

•1-5

-20
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Fig.5.5 The intergrand "f(u) (Eq.(5-l6) plotted for a range of wave

vectors ui and several values of the electron/atom ra t io Z for

CuAl: (a) , Z = l'lt (fee favourable); (b) , Z = 1-8 (bcc favourable);

(c) , Z = 2-2 (bcc favourable); (d) , Z = 2-3 {bcc ^ fee). The

calculations are based on the Thomas-Fermi approximation to the

screened pseudopotentials. The arrows in each diagram denote

the position of 2K_, and the positions of the relevant reciprocal

l a t t i c e vectors g are indicated. Note that the g 's vary with

concentration since the atomic volume of the alloy changes.
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How since the form of ^f(w) is primarily determined by the poles in

the structure constants the details of the pseudopotential are not of critical

importance in determining the phase stability. Again since these poles arise

from the behaviour of the Lindhard function it follows that *f[a) depends

mainly on free-electron parameters i.e. 21C, or Z.

The entire analysis using the Thomas-Fermi approximation was exact.

We must recall, however, that the actual one-electron contribution to the

structural free energy involves the screened pseudopotential v ^ rather than

the simpler quantity V , The former does not possess the convenient analytic

properties of the lattice; v (q) is not well behaved at infinity and depends

upon the dielectric constant £ vhich has a branch cut on the real q axis.

Consequently, although a dispersion rotation still exists for the one-electron

energy, it has not been so far proved; rather it has been assumed that the

structure sensitive term is still given by the first term in Eq.(5.11i) with

v (ID) replaced by v ^u). This then implies that the structural free

energy difference should be given by

with

5.17)

Detailed calculations using Eq.(5-1?) show that the results agree with these

shown in Fig.5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 within a few percent at all concentrations. The

subsequent analysis of the phase stability of Cu2.n various Z using f̂'(iii),

as shown in Fig.5.6, shows that the rapid decrease in the structural free

energy difference arises from the behaviour of ^'(u) near its poles.
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Fig .5 .6 The intergrand ^ ' ( w ) (Eq. (5.17}) p lo t t ed for a range of wave

vec to rs in and t h r e e values of wie electron/atom r a t i o Z for

CuZn: ( a ) , 2 = 1.1*65 (fee favourable) ; ( b ) , Z = 1.480 (fee ^ bec ) ;

( c ) , 2 = 1.505 (bec favourable) . The ca l cu l a t i ons use t h e

Ashcroft empty-core pseudopoten t ia l s .

V I . ROLES OF THEORETICAL REFINHffiHTS OH PHASE STABILITY

Upto t h i s point we have discussed the s t a b i l i t y of a l l oy phases mainly

in terms of the behaviour of the non- in t e rac t ing response function re levan t t o

the free e lec t ron p i c t u r e . At t h i s point i t might be useful t o comment on t he

ro l e s of some d e t a i l s of pseudopotent ia ls (Rahman and Rahman 1985b) in

determining the phase s t a b i l i t y . In most of the Hume-Hothery a l loys the

exis tence of the d-bands in the e lec t ron s t r u c t u r e l i m i t s t he use of any model

p o t e n t i a l . We may, however, mention t h a t al though the d-band i s f i l l e d at a l l

concent ra t ions in these a l loys and should no t , t h e r e f o r e , be of d i r e c t importance

in determining c r y s t a l s t r u c t u r e , hybr id iza t ion e f fec t s may well be r e l e v a n t .

On the other hand it has teen also noted that due to difference in the
atomic structures different pseudopotentials prove to be suitable in predicting

properties of the constituents of the alloying systems (Rahman 198£), In a

similar way, the questions regarding the non-locality, energy difference, many-

body effects and topological aspects of the Fermi surface come in the picture

as well. We cast some light on some of these refinements in the following

sections.

A. Roles of exchange and correlation

The role of exchange and correlation in the screening calculations for

metals and alloys has been an interesting problem for many years. Due to

many-body nature, the problem is s t i l l obscure in most of the systems and the

solutions available are either partial or highly constrained. In the present

context we do not, however, intend to be involved with the origin and

development of this problem, rather we discuss some of the effects that we note

in the relative phase stability in binary alloys through changing one form of the

exchange-correlation function by another. At this point it is relevant to

mention that the appearance of these effects in the theory of solids is a

consequence of the field approximation treated in a self-sonsistent fashion.

It has been noted that the quantum theory of crystals provides a straight

forward picture basing on the pseudopotential methods. The difficulties

encountered in the development of the subject at the early stage has now

reduced to the problem of the self-consistent field treatment of the response

of the electron gas that includes the effects of exchange and correlation.

The breakthrough came with the realization by Cohen and Ehrenreicn (1959) that

most of the sophisticated many-body theories of the electron-gas could be cast

into the form of a simple perturbation theory in terms of the generalized

self-consistent field. When the electron gas responds linearly to the applied

perturbation 6v(r), then the electron-gas density in a metal consisting of

M ions of valency Z contained in a volume Q is given by

(6.1)

where is the interacting density response function of the homogeneous

electron gas of density n - NZ/S1 If the effective "bare11
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taken to be the perturbation <5v(r) then the total screened pseudopotential

in a linear response theory is given by

(6.2)

where V (r) is the effective electron-electron interaction which has an
ec -

exchange and correlation contribution U (q) as well as a direct Coulomb

contribution:

_ ( 6 . 3 )

V
where f (q) considers the exchange and correlation of the interacting

electron gas.

Now, various theories exist for f {q) (for a review upto 1970

see Heine and Weaire 1970; a recent review has been done by Rahman 1985)1 and

most of these theories serve individual purposes. Recently (Singh 1981) i t

has been noted that depending on the choice of f (q) the thermodynamic

quantities, e.g. entropy of formation, internal energy and free energy of

formation, etc. for alkali metal alloys notably change. Subsequently

Kahman (1981b) employed various forms of f (<j) in calculating the energy

differences between crystal structures for certain brass-type alloys. The

results presented in Fig.6.1 for CuAl show that any form of f (q) (for

details of various forms of f please see Heine and Weaire 1970) does

not noticably change the structural prediction for the alloy system, whether

or not la t t ice vibrations are taken into account. But a full thermodynamic

calculation shows that some of the excess quantities e.g. entropy of formation

are affected quite substantially by changing one form of f by another

(see Table 6.1).

This picture indicates that in the limit of high temperatures where

the entropy contribution becomes more relevant in predicting the phase stability

(Zener 1967) in many systems, the choice of F might become important.
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The free energy difference per electron for CuAl as functions

of the electron per atom ratio Z. The calculations use the

Ashcroft empty-core pseudopotentials. Curves Al(Bl), A£(B2)

and A3(B3) denote the difference (FbCC - F f o c)(Fh c p - Ffc°)

for the Hubbarci, Sham-Hubbard and Shaw-Pynn forms of f .
xc

respectively. For the hep structure the c/a ratio is taken

to be the ideal ratio at all concentrations. The arrows denote

the electron per atom ratios at which various reciprocal lattice

vectors cross 2Kp and the adjacent numbers are the structural

weights.



Table 6,1 The various thejudodynamic quantities per atom for the CuAl (fee)

system {T = 29B.5K) as functions of the electron per atom ratio

£. The various entries in the table are: the entropy or formation

AS, the heat of formation AU and the free energy of formation

AF. For details of the formulation calculations, input parameters

and the nomenclature of the entries see Rahman (I98la). Units are

Rydbergs for energies and Rydbergs (10 )/degree for AS.

z

1.0

1 .2

1.6

2 . 0

2.It

2 . 8

3 . 0

AS{10~5)

0.000000

0.l80321a

0.223366t

0.273792°

0.30732Ua

O.399917b

0.U27730

O.ltlO369a

O.!*52656b

0. 5014721°

0.3VT081ia

0.39902ltb

0.1+31535°

0.173392a

0.2l6925b

0.257883°

0.000000

4UfCC

0.000000

-0.00l l (20 a

-0.00ll*30b

-0.00l!t32C

(-0.0051*23)*

-0.013907&

-O.0139l8 b

-0.013925C

-0 .020001 a

- 0 . 0^0208b

-0.020231°

(-0.016182)•

-o.oi.620ia

-0.0l6211b

-0.016220°

-0.002637a

-0.002655b

-0.002665°

0.000000

iFf°°

0.000000

-o.O01958a

-0.002096*

-0.00221+9°

-0.0llt62lta

-0.015112b

-0.01521*6°

-0.021226a

-0.021559'b

-0.021737°

-O.O17237a

-0.0171t02b

-0.017508°

-O.OO315!ta

-0.003302b

-0.OO3U350

0.000000

Here the superscripts a, b and c denote calculations using respectively

the Hubbard, Sham-Huhbard and Shav approximations for f (for details of

these approximations see Heine and Weaire 1970).

* Quantities in the parentheses correspond to experimental results (Hultgren

et al. 1963) at 298.15K.
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B. Roles of Fermi surface topology and non-locality

The investigation of the roles of Fermi surface topology in the stability

of alloy phases "becomes essential from the early observation that the actual

Fermi surface for all of the three pure fee noble metals is already in

contact with the hexagonal Brillouin zone; this is because this observation

creates a contradiction in the explanation of the Hume-Rothery rules in terms

of the Fermi surface (FS) - Brillouin zone (BZ) interaction. It is, of

course, now accepted that the interpretation of the relative stability of

electron phases connects their formation with the interaction between the FE

and the faces of BZ. However, in most of the theories the FS has been taken

to be perfectly spherical; the directional properties of the FS, which are

relevant even to many simple metals, have been neglected altogether. The

latter approximation is based on the conclusion that the non-sphericity of the

FS gives only a small correction (Maslov et al. 1983)

VCS") (6M

where v(g) is the ion pseudopotential. Williams and Weaire (1970) estimated

AF for Al and concluded that it is insufficient compared with the difference

of various phase energies. But this conclusion is correct only for the

systems where no reciprocal lattive vector g is comparable to the Fermi

diameter 21C,. It can be shown that when g ri 2Kp the correction due to

non-sphericity may attain a value of 10~ Ryd per atom; this value is comparable

to the difference in phase energies of the brass-type alloys (see Section IV).

Fig.6,2 illustrates the electron-per-atom ratio Z dependence of AF

corresponding to the various structures and to pseudopotentials that in this

range the correction AF (z) is sufficient and its contribution is most

important to determine the stability of any phase. The wider the range of

contact hZ is, the greater is the energy gain due to the interaction between

FS and BZ. From Fig,6.3 for the GuZn system the specific role of the FS

topology in somewhat conceavable. It has been noted in particular that while the

previous calculations (Rtroud and Asbcroft 1971> Fvans et al. 1979) failed to

predict the observed structure for 1u, the calculation that includes the essential

refinements of the FS topology cojld predict the observed structure for this

pure system (Haslov et al. 1983?. Tt is, of course, true that by including

the additional account of the Coulomb attractive forces (Stroud and Ashcroft

1971) and or the non-local pseudopotential (Moriarty 1973, Krause and Morris
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Fig.6.2(a), the free energy difference for CuZn per ion AF F — F
real sph*

calculated in the approximation of real and spherical FS as a

function of Z with the empty-core pseudopotentjal (yCu

V n = 1.27au) (l)fcc, fl'/fcc (with account of correction for {200}

vectors); (2)bce, f3)hep (c/a - 1.633) and fOhcp (c/a = 1.857).

For details see Haslov et al. (1983).

(b), the same as in (a) for the Krasko-Gurskii pseudopotential (Krasko

and Gurskii 1972).

the observed structure for Cu can be predicted. At this point it is relevant

to mention that a full non-local calculation in principle takes care of the

relevant directional properties of the FS and thus this approach is somewhat

more generalized. For the pure noble metals full non-local calculations are

available (Horiarty 1973, 1971*; Dagens 1977), but for the alloys having a

noble metal as a component detailed calculations are essential. Recent quasi-

local calculations (Rahman 1963) on certain systems indicate that the Fermi

surface topology and non-locality are important in predicting the stability of

alloy phases. Thus non-locality and FS topology should be treated together

in a self-consistent vay - their roles are complementary but not supplementary.
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Fig.6.3(.a), the free energy difference for CuZn per ion flF = F - F
Sa bcc fee

for £ and a-phases. Here curves 1, 2, 3 correspond to the

empty-core pseudopotentials with tvo different values for yCu and

the Krasko-Gurskii pseudopotentials respectively, for the spherical

FS. Curves 1! 2' and 3' correspond to these potentials for the

real FS.

(b), the same as in (a) for t (c/a = 1.633) and a phases.

C . Roles of energy-dependence, orthogonalization hole, hybridization etc.

It is reiterated here that all pseudopotentials are in principle energy

dependent, even though, due to computational simplicity, most of the calculations

neglect this requirement. There are various approximate schermes (Heine and

Weaire 1970) to consider energy-dependence in the pseudopotential formalism;

one suggested by Weaire (1968) comes in the application as a multiplying factor

- t

(6.1*)
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vith the "band structure energies. In this expression the average is to be

taken over the whole band and over some appropriate number of Fourier

components. Since, however, the band structure energies relevant to all

prefixed crystal structures are multiplied by the game quantity y, its

inclusion vill not alter the relative energies of the various structures unless

their Madelung energies also differ considerably. Gtroud and Ashcroft (1971)

estimated the shift in energy differences in the CuZn system.

The question of inclusion of the effective valence also comes in the

picture. It is well known that when the Schrodinger equation is solved using

pseudopotential. the relevant wave function in the close vicinity of the point

ion is not rightly reproduced. This implies that there always remains a

difference hetween the charge densities as calculated "by using the pseudo

and true wave functions. Thus the chemical valence for almost all elements

requires necessary correction (Heine and Weaire 1970). Now since the

effective valence appears in all of the structure dependent contributions

in the free energy, the prediction of crystal structures, particularly in the

vicinity of the terminal solutions, is influenced by this charge depletion

correction; this is because in this region there is always a competition hetween

the hand structure and the Madelung contributions (Rahman and Rahman 1981) in

predicting the phase stability. It is true, however, that since this correction

is additive and monotonous as Z changes, ix, does not have a significant role

in the phase transformation mechanism in alloys.

In many of the Huroe-Rothery alloys there are components in which the

d-bands are either completely filled or completely emi' y. The electronic

structures of these systems show that for either system the d-bands lie in the

close vicinity of the respective Fermi level. For a system having filled d-bands

lying just below the Fermi level tends to push the energy of a given state up,

indicating a hybridization effect. On the other hand, the empty d-"bands lying

above the Fermi level in the other systems exhibit an anti-hybridization effect.

Now, roughly speaking, there are two broad prescriptions to conclude these

effects in the formalism for structural energetics: one is to calculate the

free energy from a nonperturtative treatment (Kohn and Sham 1965, Callaway and

March 1981*) where all energies are computed self-consistently and other is to

incorporate these effects via some appropriate terms in the pseudopotential

formalism on an ad hoc basis. In the first case the energies are calculated

in terms of the configuration-averaged density of electronic states, which

could probably be obtained with sufficient accuracy in the coherent potential

-39-

approxiraation (CPA). In this respect, following the suggestion by Evans et a l .

(1979), we opine that in th is nonperturbative treatment energy terms can be

regrouped into a one-electron term (see^V.B) and a neutral object contribution.

Consequently it seems reasonable to attempt to understand the phase stability

of disordered noble and transition metal alloys by evaluating the one-electron

contribution to the total energy. Since the other prescription allows to

incorporate the effects due to hybridization in the pseudopotential on an

adhoc basis it is much simpler to handle (Animalu 1973). In a recent

application (Rahman 1983) the band-hybridi2ation effects have been included

via the latter prescription and it is noted that these effects play an important

role in predicting the structures of pure components and terminal solutions.

V I I . PHASE STABILITY: A HIGHER-ORDER THEORY

Upto this point the relevant formalism for the energetics of alloy

phases has been essentially the second-order pseudopotential theory. However,

in certain calculations (Kammerberg and Ashcroft 197^, Rahman et a l . 19SM i t

has been noted that the inclusion of higher-order terms in the theory is

essential for predicting the crystal structure of many metallic systems.

Subsequently there have been some attempts (e.g. Rahman and Rahman 1905a) to

employ the higher-order theory to predict the phase s tabi l i ty of binary alloys.

At this point i t might be useful to make some introductory remarks about some

of the differing features relevant to the second-order and third-order theories.

We have noted that the band structure contribution in the second-order theory

consists of singular derivatives only when any reciprocal l a t t i c e vector

becomes equal to 21C,. On the other hand, the third-order contribution to

the free energy has singular derivatives when the three reciprocal l a t t i ce

vectors, spanning a tr iangle under specific conditions, become equal to the

Fermi diameter or when the triangle thus generated is circumscribed by a circle

whose radius K is equal to the Fermi radius. In the following section we

briefly describe a third-order perturbation theory apprprlate for a binary alloy

of type A B with chemical valence Z = cK, + (l - c)Z contained In a

volume fi.

- I 4 0 -



A. Basis formulation: A third-order theory

For an arbitrary static arrangement Of ions the total potential in a

local approximation is given by

&
(7.1)

where B.(i = A,B) refer to the ionic positions. In the approximation

of a s tat ic l a t t i ce and considering the third-order contributions in the

energy expansion we write

(7.2)

where U and U are given by Eqs,(5.2) and (5.3) respactively. The

third-order contribution U arising from the thre

by (e.g. Lloyd and Shell 1968, Rahman et a l . 1961*)
third-order contribution U arising from the three-body correlation is given

(7.3)

where

and

(7-5)

8

are the static lattice structure factors of the species.

Eq.(7.3) is given by

I(q q q ) in

an3tr,ticr» )J (7.6)

-1*1-

where q. and q. are the sides of the triangle and these are the

moduli of the vectors q_, q_ and q which satisfy q_ + q + q, = 0.

The function F appearing in Eq,(7.6) is

(7.7)

Here (r,s,t) denote the three sides of the triangle representing the

permutation of (1,2,3), 9 is the angle of the triangle opposite side

r and 1L is the radius of the circumscribing circle of the triangle with
1 1

sides q.. , q. and q̂ ,. Here the angle 9 is such that - ~™ < 6 < ,\ IT

this allows that the largest angle of the triangle may be either acute o.

obtuse and if the largest angle is taken to he always obtuse then F$> )

is identical to the expression due to Lloyd and Sholl (1968, Eq.A15)).

Following a similar configurational averaging procedure of the

second-order theory the third-order contribution can be written as

(7.8)

where I1 is the structure-independent integral given by

t.

(7-9)

After some manipulations the configurational average that appears in Eq.(7.9)

can be written as

'*- \^~ (7.10)

Thus I1 becomes

-hv-



Table T.I

(7.11)

Here it is relevant to mention that in calculating the energy difference Eq.(7.11)

does not come in the picture. It is of course needless to say that in

calculating the total static energy this term should be calculated accordingly.

B. The third-order theory: Some recent results

In this section we present some results obtained recently (also see

Rahman and Rahman 1985) using the third-order theory outlined in the last

section. Results for pure Cu, Zn, Al and Sn (these give an indication of

the s tabi l i ty of terminal solutions as well) as calculated by using the second-

order and third-order theories; these calculations are performed by employing

various types of pseudopotentials corresponding to various prefixed crystal

structures. Results presented in Table 7.1 show that the roles of the third-

order theory are not always favourable in predicting the crystal structures of

the components. However, in some cases, e.g. for Cu, the observed fee

structure is predicted to be the most favourable structure by the third-order

theory when we use the Ashcroft empty-core pseudopotential. On the other

hand the third-order theory with a more refined transition-metal (TM) pseudo-

potential (taimalu 1973) fai ls to predict the right structure for th is element.

With th is model potential , the third-order theory with part ial non-locality and

charge-depletion-hole correction gives energy close to the measured value

indicating that the pseudopotential refinements are important. The aim of

this table is to show that , so far the pure components and terminal solutions

are concerned, the roles of the higher-order terms are as important as choice

of pseudopotentials themselves. In this respect we may also mention that

ambiguity of the core radi i in the Ashcroft pseudopotential is largely

responsible for an incorrect structure prediction in many cases and with the

TM pseudopotential a c r i t i ca l examination of non-locality, hybridization and

the mass effect seems essential for more decisive calculations of structures.

Static l a t t i ce energies per atom (in Rydbergs) for Cu, Zn, Al

and Sn using various pseudopotentials and refinements with the

Sham-Hubbard exchange and correlat ion function. F and F

are the t o t a l energies calculated respectively from the second-

and third-order theor ies .

Mod-
el

a

b

c

d

Struc-

f e c

bec
hep
sc
d i a

fee

bee

hep

sc
d i a

f e e

bec

hep

sc
dia
fee

bee

hep

sc
d i a

- 0

-U
-U

- 0

- 0

- 0

- 0

- 0

- 0

- 0

- 0

-0

Cu

F 2

.56988

.56969

.56980

.l*9267e

.!t9267e

.l(92'67e

. lt9709g

. 1*97 09g

.149708

.721*65

72I1651

72I463

- 0
- 0
- 0

- 0

- 0 .

- 0 .

- 0 .

- 0 .

- 0 .

- 0 .

- 0 .

- 0 .

F 3

57733
57730
57723

1*931*9

U935Of

l*9792h

I49790

It9792h

72535

7253"tJ

7253"*J

- 1
- 1
- 1

- 1

- 1

- 1

- 1

- 1

- 1

- 2

- 2

- 2

2

F 2

.97321

.9731)5

.97525

-TT'tlO

.77311

.771*30

. 80381*

.80252

•80397

.20991

.208 6*i

21001

n

- 2
- 2
- 2

- 1

- 1

- 1

- 1

- 1

- 1

-2

-2

-2

F 3

.01252

.00166

.00160

.77657

.7TW0

-77607

.80631

.80380

.80571*

21217

20981

21163

-It
-It
-1*

-k

-It

-1*

-1*

-It

-1*

-1*

-1*

-1*

Al

F 2

.1*61*0?

.1.5667

.1*5927

.1121*1

.1091*8

.11216

.11* 060

.13730

.11*020

.1*0301

.39976

. 1 J 0 2 6 0

-It
- I t .
- 1 * .

- 1 * .

- I t .

-14.

- 1 * .

- I t .

- I t .

- I t .

- 1 * .

- I t .

F 3

5 3 0 0 9
52669
5S75*t

11785

11532

11809

li)60U

ll*3Ht

lit 613

1*0820

ltO5l*3

U0836

Sn

F 2

-7-11701
-7.11707
-7.H692
-7.03237
-7-O32llt

-7-10951

-7.10867

-7.10981*
-7.01*075
-7.01*019

-7.12710

-7.1261*3

-7.1271*6
-7.06122
-7.O6O67

-7.65559

-7-561*08

-7 .'65 5 90
-7.51*599
-7.5^518

N
-7.25865
-7.28906
-7.25756
-7.28003
-7.27817

-7.11*571*

-7.11*560

- 7 . Ht 668
-7.10553
-7.10513
-7.16333

-7.16336

-?.161*29
-7-12599
-7.13561

-7.69015
-7.62531

-7.69105
-7.60721
-7.60655

(a) uses the Ashcroft pseudopotential.

M
( c )

(d)

uses only the local part of the transit ion metal pseudopotential (Animalu 1973a).
uses the quasi-local transition metal pseudopotential (Animalu 1973a) without
further corrections.

uses the quasi-local transition metal pseudopotential with necessary depletion
hole corrections.

e(bcc - fee) 7Z -0.2 x 10~5Rydberg. e(hep - fee) to -0.6 x 10"5Rydberg.
(hep - fee) w -0.2 x 10"5Rydberg.

8(bcc - fee) to +0.3 X 10~5Rydberg.
h(hcp - fee) Rs -0 .2 x. 10~5Rydberg.
1(bcc - fee) RJ -0.8 x 10"5Bydberg.
J(hcp - bec) R> +0.7 x 10~5Rydberg.

-1*3- -1*1*-



The calculated energy difference between structures corresponding to
various contributions for the CuZn, CuAl and CuSn are shown in F igs . J . l ,
7.2 and 7.3. In these calculations the alloy volume is assumed to change
linearly. For the hep structure the c/a rat io for the CuAl and CuSn
is taken to he the ideal value 1.633; for CuZn both the ideal rat io and the
concentration-weighted average of 1.633 (at pure Cu) and 1.857 (at pure Zn)
are considered.

Fig.7.1(a) The free energy differences (in mllli Eydbergsjper electron for the

CuZn system as functions of electron-per-atom ratio Z. F

denotes the to ta l free energy calculated from a. third^order theory.

Curves A, B and C denote F - F corresponding

respectively to the Ashcroft empty-core, local and non-local

transit ion metal pseudopotentials. The arrows indicate the

electron/atom ratios at which various reciprocal l a t t i ce vectors

become equal to 2IC, and the adjacent numbers are the associated

structural weights.

o

6

it

2

Cu

-2

-It

-6

-

hcp(l

1.2

.5)

/A

l . l l

hcp(2)
fcc(B)

( b )

Z

\ /\J
hcp(9)

/A.i £ Zn

Fig. 7.l(b) The free energy differences {in DiilliRydbergs) per electron for
the CuZn system as functions of electron-per-atom rato Z-
F denotes the total free energy calculated from a third-order
theory. Curves A, B and C denote F c p - F c c corresponding
respectively to the Ashcroft empty-core, local and quasi-local
transition metal pseudopotentials. The c/a ratio corresponding
to the hep structure is 1.633, the ideal value. The arrows
and associated numbers signify the same as in Fig.T-l(a),

-1(6-



5
Cu :

- 2

-6

Fig.7.l(c) The free energy differences (in milliRydbergs) per electron for the

CuZn system as functions of electron-per-atom ratio E. F

denotes the tota l free energy calculated from a third-order theory.

Curves A, B and C denote F * - F corresponding

respectively to the Aahcroft empty-core, local and quasi-local

transit ion metal pseudopotentials. The c/a rat io relevant to the

hep structure i s the concentration-weighted average of 1.633 at

pure Cu and 1.85T) the observed value at pure £n. The arrows

and associated numbers signify the same as in Fig.7.1{a). The

prime in hep i s used to mean the variable c/a ra t io .

-1*7-

Fig.7.2{a) The free energy differences (in milliRydtiergs) per electron for

the CuAl system as functions of electron-per-atom rat io Z.

Other detai ls are as in Fig .7 , l (a) .

-1*8-
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5.0

li.o U

3.0

2.0 L

1.0

Cu

- 1 . 0

• - 2 . 0

-3.0

-1..0

-

- f\

\

hcp(i
hcp(L5)fcc{

t t

1 /

r

f
2J.2

•-fee (6)
t

\
\ A

^ B

Z

N
2.6

( b )

\ " --c--:

\ /

Sn

Fig.T.3("b) The free energy differences (in milliHydbergs) per electron for

the CuSn system as functions of electron-per-atom ratio ~Z,

Other details are as in Fig.7.l("b).

I t is interesting to note here that even though the magnitudes of the

third-order contributions to the free energies are approximately one third of

the corresponding second-order contributions almost over the whole concentration

range, the former exhibit a remarkable structure sensi t ivi ty. Figs.7.Mb) and

(c) show, specifically for the CuZn system, the differences between the third-

order contributions are larger than those between the second-order contributions

nearly over the entire range. We should mention here that the Madelung

contributions are always included in these calculations.

-51-

X 2

- I t

-6

-6

•j

h- tt
bcc(l2) hcp(9) hep1 (9)

1 i_L

Fig.7.4(a) The free energy differences (in milliRydbergs) per electron for

the CuZn system as functions of electron-per-atom ratio z.

The calculations use the Ashcroft pseudopotential. Curves

«, B e, C = and

F C C
- F C C; the ideal c/a ratio corresponding to the hep

hhep
Curve E = F - Ffeestructure i s taken at a l l concentrations. ,

the c/a ra t io varying linearly with concentration from 1.633 (ideal)
at pure Cu to 1.857 (observed) at pure Zn.
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1.0

0.5

-0.5 ±1
-Fig.T.5(a> The free energy differences (in milliRydbergs) per electron^for

the CuZn system as functions of electron-per-atom ra t io 2.

The calculations use the local t ransi t ion metal pseudopotential.

bee fee „ _ TjhcP p^ c c n = F^CC - F^CC

Curves A = Fo - T^ , B - e ~ 2 ' 3 3
and

D = Fhcp - F' f c c ; the ideal c/a ratio corresponding to the hep
3 " ' 3

structure is taKen at all concentrations.

- 5 5-

i . O

O.'j

Cu

-0.5 -

-

1.2

hcp(1.5)

t -

i.iS

t

( b )

\

icc(12) V p l " ,

t V

/
z

I1.8

'7

y

/

Zn

The f r e e energy differences (in milliRydbergs) per electron for

the CuZn system as functions of electron-per-atom ratio Z.

The calculations use the quasi-local transition metal

pseuaopotential. The labellings are as in Fig.Y.5(a).

I t is important to note here that the sequences of phase changes

predicted from the second-order theory for most of the systems (see Figs.7.5 (c) ,

(d) and (e) do not change significantly by using the third-order contributions,

but these features are largely dominated by the third-order contributions. The

inclusion of non-locality 5n the pseudopotential in some cases shifts the

transition Z, but not drast ical ly. The orthogonalization hole correction in
^ c e ^ c I 8 tthe Madelung energy lovers the value of (F^̂

c e by about I*.8 tothe Madelung energy lovers ^ ^

8.13uRyd linearly with concentration. The hole correction (in CuZn system)



1.2

Ca

-O.it

Fig.7.5(c) The free energy differences (in milliHydbergs) per electron for

the CuZn system as functions of electron-per-atom ratio Z.

The calculations use the transition metal pseudopotential.

- U,, for the local pseudopotential. Curves

cc ..fee _
- IL , D =

Curve A =

B = I L C C -

?

C = - F ^ C C and

be c fc c
E = F - F for the quas i - loca l pseudopoten t ia l .
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c

0 . 2

Cu

-0.2

-0.6

hcp(l

t
.51

\

hepun
fcc(6I

t

( d )

Y\
l

.6

B ^

"'IJW(.9)

A
V /

/ i .e /

Fig .7 .5 (d ) The energy d i f fe rences ( in milliRydUergs) per e lec t ron for the

CuZn system as functions of e lect ron-per-a tom r a t i o Z. The

c a l c u l a t i o n s use the t r a n s i t i o n metal pseudopotent ia l . Curve

U^CCA = - U^CC for the local pseudopotential. Curves

\ c , D = - F;

_ p
fcc the quasi-local pseudopotential; the c/a

ratio corresponding to the hep structure is 1.633, the ideal

value.
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Cu

- 1

Jicp(9) hep1 (9)

t f
Fig,7,5(e) The energy differences (in milliRydbergs) per electron for the

CuZn system as functions of electron-per-atom rat io Z, The

calculations use the transition metal pseudopotential. Curve

Pseudopotential. CurvesA= fP

B = Uf P
^

, C = , D = and

hep feeE = F - F, for the quasi-local pseudopotential; the c/a

ratio varies linearly with concentration from the ideal value

at pure Cu to 1.857 (observed) at pure Zn.
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in the band structure contributions insignificantly affects the energy

differences betveen structures at the Cu-rich region, hut it affects those at

the Zn-rich region quite substantially. The net effects are the lowering
"be c .fc1 c

of the value of F - F by about 7 to 121 uRyd and the raising of
hc~D fee

the value of F, - F by about 1*.5 viRyd throughout. This makes the

hep structure unstable for the Cu-rich CuZn alloy and the transitions

fec-bee and bec-hep occur respectively at Z lover than 1.1*2 and

higher than 1.51. A third-order theory using the Ashcroft empty-core

pseudopotential for CuAl and CuSn systems gives the sequences

fcc-bcc-hcp-fcc with 5 of about 1.33, I.k6 and 1.87 and

fcc-bcc-hcp-fec-hep-bcc with Z of about 1.1*2, 1.50, 1.89, 3.2lt, arid 3.6l

respectively. These values of Z, of course, are shifted to some extent

if pseudopotential refinements are included in the calculations (many

relevant graphical representations are available to the author regarding

this aspect).

VI I I . DIFFERING FEATURES BETWEEN THE SECOND-ORDER AMD THIRD-ORDER THEORIES

If ve look at the d e t a i l s of the energy difference curves

corresponding to the second-order energies , ve note that these curves jus t

tend to favour tha t s t ruc ture at the concentrat ions where a reciprocal l a t t i c e

vector of the relevant crystal structure nearly touches the free-electron

Fermi surface. The logarithmic singularity inherent in the non-interacting

response function associated with the one-electron contribution is responsible

for this feature {Evans et al. 1979). But for the third-order contribution,

when any of the reciprocal lattice vectors approaches the diameter of the

Fermi sphere, there is a sharp change in the contribution due to the

logarithmic singularity in the first term in Eq.(7.6) e.g.

The behaviour is to some extent similar to that of the singularity

in the second-order term. The other singularity in I occurs when the

Fermi sphere envelopes the triangle i .e . Kp = Kp. For special cases, when

the area of the triangle is zero, either two lattice vectors cancel one

another while the third is zero or two add up to cancel the third. The
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second case usually takes place at a large Z and so it may not "be relevant

in many cases. But for the first case both the terms in the expression for

I behave singularly in addition tD the singular behaviour of the second-

order terms for these values of the lattice vectors. Thus owing to this

double mode of singularities, the third-order contributions exhibit sharp

minima at the relevant concentrations. The most interesting point to note

here is that these singularities occur at smaller electron-per-atom ratios.

Some singularities also occur in the second term In I in cases of non-

vanishing triangles, We note that at the minimum value of electron-per-atom

ratio i.e. 2 = 1 , even the smallest circle circumscribing a non-vanishing

triangle of a metallic structure has a larger diameter than that of the

Fermi sphere. But as Z increases, both the diameters approach each other.

At a particular Z value, these two diameters coincide causing a sharp

change in the concentration due to singularity in the term. The effects

due to these singularities beside others depend on the product of the

pseudopotential matrix elements at the three lattice vectors corresponding

to a triangle. Moreover, the effects due to these singularities may

considerably be obscured by other singularities. For example, in the case

of the "bcc structure, the smallest non-vanishing triangles of reciprocal

lattice vectors are right-angled. When the largest side of such a triangle

becomes equal to the Fermi diameter, the third-order term behaves singularly

as L = K_. There also corresponds to this lattice vector a singularity in

the second-order term and an additional singularity in the third-order term

from a vanishing triangle. These strongly support the validity of the idea

of correlation of structure tased on the pseudopotentlal theory introduced by

Blandin (1963) for the Fermi sphere-Jones zone interaction.

IX. A FINITE TEMPERATUBE TlffiRMODYMAMIC THEORY

The experiment phase diagrams (Hansen 1958 and Hultgren et a l . 19T3)

show t h a t apa r t from t h e f e e , bcc and hep phases t h e r e are other in te rmedia te

phases observed in t h e Hume-Rothery a l l o y s . Host of t h e s e phases correspond

to more complex c r y s t a l s t r u c t u r e s which a r e s t a b l e over va r ious ranges of

concentrations and temperatures. Consequently, It is not possible to compare

the calculated sequence of phase transitions of this kind directly with

experiments without computing the energetics relevant to all stable phases.
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This attempt in fact necessitates a finite temperature formulation considering

lattice vibrations via some realistic model. The free energy is calculated

as a function of concentration for the various phases; the phase boundaries are

then obtained from the eommon-tengent construction. This makes use of a

variational method based on the Gibbs-Bogoliubov inequality (e.g. Lukes and

Jones 1968). The reference system is represented by an Einstein model; the

random binary alloy is treated as a collection of two types of simple harmoiii^

oscillators which oscillate independently with two different frequencies or

equivalently two different Einstein temperatures. The upper bound of the

Helmholtz free energy is expressed in terms of these parameters. This model

was initiated by Jones (1973) and it was subsequently used by several other

authors (e.g. Leung et al. 1976). Rahman (l98l) used this method to compute

the various thermodynamic properties of certain Hume-Rothery alloys.

A. Basic formulation

In this section we briefly discuss the full second-order theory

appropriate for a binary alloy at a temperature T assuming that the constituent

atoms vibrate independently about thier equilibrium lattice sites. Let YA

and v* denote the instantaneous positions of the A and B atoms in the

alloy. The lattice vibrations only affect the structure-dependent parts of

the free energy; it is necessary to treat these parts properly by incorporating

such effects in the theory. The relevant terms are the band structure and the

Madelung contributions

and

where

%.

B

(9-1)

?.2)

(9.3)
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are the ion densities, Then in accordance with the Gitfbs-Bogoliubov inequality
the upper bound of the Helmholtz free energy of the system is given by

= J-

(9.It)

where F H > - TS is the free energy of reference system,

G , being the corresponding entropy. In the following section we shall

discuss briefly the various contributions that appear in Eq.(9.1').

B, Reference system; Einstein model

For simplicity the Einstein model (Jones 1973, Leung et al. 1976) is

used to define the reference system for a random alloy. It is assumed that

each atom of type A (mass m. ) or B (mass IJL) oscillates independently

with frequency ID or u respectively. The Einstein tanperatures are

and 6 = — — . Then Eq. (9-1*) can be written as
flu

(9 .5)

where < > and < > denote respectively the thermal average over the

Einstein oscillators and the eonfigurational average over all the allowable

configurations specified by the alloy disorder; S and S are the thermal

and configurational entropies of the system. Here we mention that it is not

often straight forward to carry out these types of averaging. Unless the

reference system is relatively simple it is not possible to perform the

subsequent configurational average. The Einstein model, however, greatly

simplifies the averaging procedure; the thermal average of the kinetic energy

< H. > , for example, is simply given by

=JL

1'tia thermal average of the band structure contribution is ( for further

details see Rahman 1981)

-Ci-

2) - _ c S

where = \
A

exp(iq = \and SB(q) = \ exp(iq • R ) are the

A B
structure factors of the ionic species corresponding to the static lattice and

i a t l ) e total structure factor.S(q) = s
A(i) +

The Debye-Waller

factors exp(-2Dflq ) that appear in Eq^(9,7) is a consequence of the thermal

average on ionic ensemble. Taking the configurational average over all the

possible configurations of the atomic sites we find for a completely random

alloy

(9.8)

where g is a reciprocal lattice vector of the underlying lattice. Here

W = cW* + (l-iOW2 where ^ ( q ) = VA(q)exp(-DAq
S) and WB(q) = VB(q>xp(-D qS)

respectively. Thus the consideration of the thermal effects via the Einstein

model modifies the static lattice pseudopotential form factors by the Debye-

Waller factors exp(-Daq ). When exp(-D q ) = 1, the last Integral in

Eq.(9.k) vanishes and << U, > > reduces to

[9.9)

This r e s u l t was obtained in Section 5.A ( the f i r s t two terms in Eq.(5-9) by

considering only the conf igura l ional average.

t The first term in (9.8) corresponds to a Bravais lattice for which

S(q) = NS For a lattice having more than one atom in the unit cell S(q)

i s given by~a d i f f e ren t expression (Harrison 1966, p . 61*).
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In terms of the screened pseudopotential arid non-interacting response

function the effective band-structure contribution is written as

" ic"^ rx-bs (9.10)

where

9.11)

is the effective one-electron contribution which counts the electron-electron

interaction twice and

(9.12)

is the extra band structure term that corrects for this double counting. Here

XQ(q) is taken to "be the T = OK limit of the density response function.

In the same manner the Madelung contribution is written as

= J ^ l K

( 9 . 1 3 )

Finally using the standard Ewald-Fuehs transformation with a suitable

choice of the coupling parameter (Leung et al. 1976) Eq.(9-13) reduces to

where cc is the Madelung constant corresponding to the basic lattice and

is the tfigner-Seitz radius of the alloy given by the relation -• y
j
-• y 3 = 8/N.

- 6 5 -

The entropy of the system consists of two parts. These are

the configurationol ideal entropy of mixing and

the entropy of the Einstein oscillators.

Thus the upper bound of the Helmholtz free energy (HFE) of the binary

system, in terms of the hypothetical Einstein temperatures. 3& and 9g is

given by

The optimal values of 9, and 6 , at a fixed temperature and volume, are
A E

obtained from the conditions

-O (9.18)

for an alloy of a specified composition. These optimal values for 0̂  and

are then used to estimate the HFE of the true system. Once the HFE is

estimated other thermodynamic quantities e.g.

(9.19)

where Ax stands for the various formation quantities (e.g. see Rahman 1981),

can readily be calculated.

C. Some recent results: Full thermodynamic calculations

Usually the stability limits for the various alloy phases are determined

by constructing common tangents between the relevant free energy curves plotted
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as functions of concentration. However, in the therwodynamic calculations

(e.g. Rahman 1961a) i t is noted that the energy differences between structures

are so small in comparison with the total free energies that it is not

convenient to draw common tangents between the latter. Instead the free

energy of formation AFfCC per atom as a function of concentration for the

various brass-type alloys is plotted; by adding the energy differences

(Kbcc - PfCC) and (FhCp - FfCC ) per atom to AFfCC over the entire range

of concentration, the free energies of formation have been obtained for the

bcc and hep phases (measured with respect to the pure fee crystals).

Details are shown in Figs.9.1, 9.2 and 9-3- Pig.9-1 shows that in CuZn

both the fee and bec phases have clear boundaries around the "transition"

at 2 = 1.1*7. In CuAl (Fig.9-2) the lowest energies are found for the

sequence fcc-bcc-hcp-fcc; the "transitions" occurring at the electron-per-atom

ratios of 1.U6, 1.66 and 2-15 respectively; these support the static latt ice

sequence discussed in Section 5-A. In Fig.9.2 p denotes the point where

the first fcc-bcc "transition" occurs, but i t is difficult to construct a

common tangent between the relevant curves A and B near that point.

However, the stability limits of the phases around 2 * 1.66 and 2.15 are

determined by the common-tangent construction. In a similar fashion one can

determine the stability limits of various alloy phases in the CuSn system, as

shown in Fig.9.3.

At this point i t is relevant to remari on the effects of the latt ice

vibrations on the structural free energy diffferenees. The results for the

differences ( F £ C - F £ C > and ( F ^ - F ^ ) for the CuAl system are
presented in Table 9.1- By comparing the results, with and without lat t ice

vibrations, we see that these are not important for the energy differences.

This is primarily due to the presence of the Debye-Waller factors with the

structural contributions. Physically it implies that even though dynamic

effects are important in the Phase stability, the Eistein model probably cannot

sufficiently take care of these effects. In this respect anharmonicity can

play some improved roles.
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Fig.9.1 The concentration dependence of the free energies of formation AF

and the entropy of formation AS in CuZn (298.5 K). Curve A

denotes AF for the fee phase, curve B for the bec phase

and curves C (with c/a = 1.85?) and Ĉ  (with the ideal c/a

ratio) for the two hep phases. The arrows denote the

concentrations at which various reciprocal latt ice vectors cross

£K , and the adjacent numbers are the structural weights. Here

'hcpd.5)*1 denotes the first hep reciprocal lat t ice vectors for

c/a = I.857. The common tangents determine the stability limits

of the various solid phases (after Rahman 198la)-
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Fig.9.2 The concentration dependence of the free energies of formation

AF and the entropy of formation AS in CuAl (T = 298.5 K).

For the hep phase (curve C) the c/a rat io is taken to the ideal

ratio at a l l concentrations. The labelling of other curves

follows that in Fig.9.1 (after Rahman 198la).
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Fig.9.3 The concentration dependence of the free energies of formation

AF and the entropy of formation AS in CuSn (T = 29B.5 K).

For the hep phase (curve C) the c/a ratio is taken to be the

ideal rat io at a l l concentrations. The labelling of other curves

follows that in Fig.9-1 (after Rahman 198la).
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Table 9.1 A comparison of the differences in free energies of structural

terms as functions of the electron per atom ratio Z. The

results are obtained with and without latt ice vibrations.

The latter are introduced via an Einstein model (see Eq.{9.17).

The calculations use the Ashcroft empty-core pseudopotential

and Sham-Hubbard exchange, and correspond to room temperature

7

1.0

1 .2

l . U

1.6

i.a

2 . 0

2 . 2

2.1*

2.6

2 . 8

3 . 0

(T = 296.

pbce
le

static lattice

• 1 *
0.502^60 X 10

0.112U2h x 10"

0.335905 x io" 3

-0.523660 x 10~3

-0.2781*59 x. 10"3

0.331*863 x 10" 3

0.11*0915 x 10~

0.IT6627 x 10"2

0.173090 x 10"£

O.l6lO19 x 10

0.130805 x 10"2

5"K).

fee
le

vibrating lattice

0.1*98731* x 10

0.766632 x 10"

0.330921 x 10"

-0-519732 x 10"3

-0.271631 x 10"3

0.330855 x 10~3

0.139907 x 10"2

0.175062 x 10"2

0.172929 X 10"2

0.159920 x 10"2

0.129838 x 10~2

bee
x-bs "

static lattice

-0.227961 x 10 '

-0.269935 x 10

0.1*30211 x 10"

-0.269857 X 10~3

-0.21*8637 x 10~3

-0.230926 x lO""1

0.1)28979 x 10"3

0.703312 x 10~3

0.907365 x 10~3

0.107326 x 10"2

0.118632 x 10"2

fee
x-bs

vibrating l a t t i ce

-0.226631* x 10"

-0.265129 x 10"

-0.1*28-27 x 1O""1

-0.267>*93 x 10" 3

-0.21*1*732 x 10" 3

-0.22671*2 x 10"

-0.1*214329 x 10" 3

0.699853 x 10"3

0.898562 x 10"3

0.101*923 x 10"2

0.116329 x 10"2
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X. SOME COHCUJDIHG REMABKS

It is now exactly half a century since the first theoretical

explanation (Matt and Jones 1936) was advanced to account for the stability of

electron phases in binary allays. In the meantime there has been a

considerable advancement in this field, but still there are many obscurities

which need further investigations. We make some concluding remarks in the

light of the available knowledge of the subject as in the following:

(1) During the last two decades there has been a considerable number of

efforts to understand the stability of alloy phases; most of these efforts

are based on the pseudopotential perturbation theory. This is needless to

mention here that the application of the pseudopotential theory is strictly

limited to the simple metals and their alloys where there are no d or f

electrons. By considering the essential refinements, of course, one can go

upto the systems having filled d bands, but it is certain that this theory

breaks down as a whole for the transition metals and their alloys. This is

simply because the transition d electrons are not amenable to a perturbative

treatment. In this respect we reiterate here that in all of the three

noble metals the Fermi surface touches the hexagonal zone face before any

alloying elements are added; this touching phenomenon is believed to be

attributed by the d-slectrons. This picture indicates that the roles of

d-electrons in the Brillouin zone - Fermi surface interaction are important

for the brass-type alloys and this needs further investigation.

(2) Ilie virtual crystal model (Pant and Joshi 19&9) for the potential of

an alloy does not seem very reasonable for various practical reasons. However,

this potential is periodic and in practice is not too bad as an approximation

when the potentials of the constituent elements do not differ appreciably.

Among various approaches available for the calculation of alloy potentials,

the mean field theory has been more attractive due to many practical reasons

(Faulkner 1982}. In this approach a coherent potential approximation (CPA) is

employed if the self-energy of the effective Hamiltonian is determined self-

consistently, or an average t-matrix approximation (Pant and Joshi 1970)

originating from the multiple scattering is used on the basis of the single-

site approximation. In case of a aubstitutional binary alloy, this single

site approximation resulting from a medium in which "effective atoms" are

located on a periodic point lattice may also improve the prediction of the alloy

phase stability.
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(3) The use of a higher-order theory In calculating the free energies for

the brass-type alloys has been proved to be important. For example, i t has

besm observed that even though the third-order contribution to the free energy-

Is typically about one third of the corresponding second-order contribution,

structurally the former is found to be much more sensitive almost over the

entire concentration range. This feature arises from the double mode of

singularities of the third-order response function. At this point i t is

relevant to mention that the sensitivity of the third-order contribution

arising from the three-body correlation is along the lines of that of the

second-order terms. Now, in case the further higher-order theory (say the

fourth-order theory for the time being) which has not been employed so far to

look at the stability of alloy phases, somewhat over turns the prediction by

the original second-order theory, then the usage of the pseudopotential theory

as a whole vil l be at stake.

In any case, the inclusion of the third-order contribution in the

energy expansion improves the calculated values of the intarnal energies;

this indicates that in the limit of finite temperature the calculated enthalpy

or Helmholtz free energy is expected to be more consistent vith the experimental

results. The third-order contribution may also prove to be important in

reproducing the thermodynamic excess quantities for the brasa-type alloys.

There is also evidence (Williams and Appapillai 1973, Rahman et al. 19614) that

the higher-order contributions in the energy expansion are grossly overestimated

if the calculations are performed with simple model potentials and this may

lead in particular to inaccurate values of the excess thermodynamic quantities.

On the other hand, inclusion of the effects due to thermal vibrates may

substantially reduce the magnitudes of the higher-order terms resulting smaller

values of the energy differences betveen crystal structures. This occurs due

to smearing out Df the singularities associated with the relevant screening

functions (Strauss and Ashcroft 1977).

(It) As we have discussed earlier, the inclusion of the pseudopotential

refinements i.e. nonlocality, band hybridization, orthogonalization-hole, FS

nonsphericity etc., are important in predicting the phase stability in alloys.

In this respect we should also mention that an improved dielectric function

(Upadhyaya and Animalu 1977, Singh and Prakash 1981) accounting for both the

local field correction and the s-d or s-f hybridization from a nonlocal

approach may improve the results. Another important point Is usually neglected

in most of the pseudopotential calculations - this is that in the limit of
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finite temperatures even though dynamic effects are included in the pseudo-

potential form factors, these are altogether neglected in the dielectric

function and the local field factors (LFF), Recently, (Mukhupadhyaya 1987)

it has been noted that a dynamic local field factor can substantially improve

the polarizability of electron gas indicating that at finite temperatures it is

essential to replace the usual static LFF by a dynamic LFF in the band

structure contributions. Likewise, a dynamic interacting response

function may also prove to be important at finite temperatures.

(5) It has been observed that In the limit of lov temperatures the stability

of alloy phases is often governed by the cohesive energies, whereas in the limit

of high temperatures the entropy becomes crucial in predicting the stability -

at intermediate temperatures there is often a strong competition between the

two contributions (Zener 1967). Now the two major types of uncertainties

contribute to the entropy of a phase: (a) that coming from the uncertainty in

the specification of the atomic parameters and (b) that coming from the

specification of the electronic parameters. The first type can be calculated

in terras of atomic configuration corresponding to various prefixed crystal

structures and the second type can be calculated in terms of the electronie-

density-of states (DOS) at the Fermi level. The prediction of phase stability

of the transition-metal alloys seems to be more viable by calculating the

entropy contributions - this is mainly because the DOS for the d-electrons can

effectively be correlated with the electronic part of the entropy by a

nonperturbative treatment (Staunton 1987).

(6) The bulk of the present discussion concentrates on the reciprocal space

representation of the relevant formalism while calculating the energetics.

But it is also noted that the real space representation of the formalism in

terms of the pair Interactions introduced in the sixties (for a review upto

1970 see Heine and Weaire 1970, p. 291) can also explain the crystal structures

of metals in a transparent fashion. Assessing the relative positions and

number of neighbouring atoms in the vicinity of the principal minima in the

pair potentials one can explain the crystal structures of the metallic systems.

Recently Hafner and Heine (1983) revisited the pseudopotential theory to look

for the stability of many elements in a systematic way. A similar approach

(also see Hafner and Heimendahl 1979) can be extended to investigate the

structure phase stability of binary alloys; in this respect one requires



calculations of the partial pairpotentlals and relative distributions of the

component atoms in the vicinities of the minima of these pairpotentials.

(7) The expermental phase diagrams {Hansen 1958, see also Hultgren et al.

1973) show that apart from the fee, bec and hep phases, there are other

intermediate phases observed in these alloys. Most of these phases correspond

to more complex crystal structures which are stable over various ranges of con-

centrations and temperatures. In many brass-type alloys some ordered

structures are stable in the limit of low temperatures while other disordered

structures are stable in the limit of high temperatures - these might occur

at the same concentration range. So any discussion on the stability of electron

phases should also include the order-disorder transition between the phases.

Recently there are some reports (Leung 1979, Katsnelson et al. 1979 and Rahman

198le) available dealing with the ordering energies and the transition

temperatures relevant to various types of binary alloys; in the present article

we do not intend to discuss further about that.

Finally ve comment that the sequence of phase transitions that we note

in any binary alloy can only be estimated by calculating the free energies of all

of the stable phases occurring at various ranges of temperatures and

concentrations. An ideaJ. reproduction of a phase diagram relevant to any

brass-type alloy in terms of any first principles theory could be ft great deal

in this branch of solid state physics.
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1.1

Table

Table 7.1

Table 9.1

TABU) CAPTIOUS

Various alloy phases that are stable at various eleetron-

per-atom ratio 2,

The various thermodynainic quantities per atom for the CuAl(fee)

system (T = 298.5K) as functions of the electron-per-atom

ratio Z. The various entries in the table are: the entropy

of formation AS, the heat of formation AU and the free energy

of formation AF. For details of the formation calculations,

input parameters and the nomenclature of the entries Rahman (l98la).

Units are Rydbergs for energies and Rydtergs (xlO )/degree for

AS.

Static latt ice energies per atom (in Rydbergs) for Cu, Zn, Al

and Sn using various pseudopotentials and refinements with the

Sham-Hu'bbard exchange and correlation function. F and F

are the total energies calculated respectively from the second-

and third-order theories.

A comparison of the differences in free energies of the structural

terms as functions of the electron-per-atom ratio Z. The results

are obtained with and without lat t ice vibrations. The latter are

introduced via an Einstein model (see Eq.(9.17)). The calculations

use the Ashcroft empty-core pseudopotential and Sham-HuVtaard

exchange (after Rahman 198la).
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FICURE CAPTIOUS

Fig.2.1 Diagrammatic illustration of the stability of phases.

(a) denotes denotes density-of-states (DOS) curve and

(b) the total energy.

Fig. 2.2 Schematic representation of the two different phases

as a function of the electron-per-atom ratio Z.

Fig.3.1 Total energy of the alloy in the model of pair

interactions.

Fig. It. 1 Energy differences per electron for several structures

of CuAl as functions of concentrations, calculated

using the point ion potential (li.lt). Arrows denote

concentrations at which various reciprocal lat t ice vectors

cross 2Kp and the adjacent numbers are the sum of the

squares of the associated structure factors (after Stroud

and Ashcroft 1971).

Energy differences per electron in CuAl using the empty-

core pseudopotential (Ashcroft 1966) with y/11 = I.I15 and
Cu ^

yc = 1.2*4au ( a f t e r Stroud and Ashcroft 1971).

the free energy difference per electron Fbcc - Ff=C for

CuAl as a function of the electron/atom ratio Z. The

calculations use the Ashcroft empty-core pseudopotential with

Y •> 1.2ltau and y = 1.115au. Curve A denotes the
(- C

total energy difference, curve B the difference in one-

electron energies, curve C the difference in the third

term in E<j,(5.1l) and curve D the difference in the Madelung

energies. The neutral object energy difference corresponds

to C + D. The arrows denote the electron/atom ratio at which

various reciprocal lattice vectors cross 21^ and the adjacent

numbers are the associated structural weights.

(b) the free energy difference per electron F h c p - F f G C for CuAl

as a function of the electron/atom ratio Z. The c/a ratio

is taken to be the ideal ratio for all concentrations. The

labelling of the curves follows that in (a) (after Evans

et al. 1979).

Fig.lt.;

Fig.5.l(a)
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Fig.5.2(a) the free energy difference per electron F - F c c for

CuZn as a function of the electron/atom ratio Z. The

calculations use the Ashcroft empty-core pseudoptotential with

T " - l.S'tau and y " * l,27au. The labelling of the curves
c c

follows that in Fig.5.1(a).

(b) the free energy difference per electron F - F for

CuZn as a function of the electron/atom ratio Z, The c/a

ratio is taken to be 1.857, the value observed for pure Zn,

at all concentrations. The labelling of the curves follows

that in Fig.5.l(a) (after Evans et al . 1979).

be G f*c c

F i g . 5 . 3 ( a ) the free energy difference per electron F - F for

CuSn as a function of the electron/atom rat io Z, The

calculations use the Ashcroft empty-core pseudopotential with

Y> = l^^tau and -yia = l.iOau. The labelling of the curves

follows that in Fig ,5 , l [a) .

(b) the free energy difference per electron F ^ - F for

CuSn as a function of the electron-per-atom rat io Z. The

c/a rat io is taken to be the ideal ra t io for a l l concentrations.

The labelling of the curves follows that in Fig ,5 . l (a) .

Fig. 5,1) The free energy difference per electron F CIi F c c for CuZn

as a function of the electron-per-atom rat io Z. The c/a

ra t io i s taken to be the ideal rat io for a l l concentrations.

The labelling of the curves follows that in Fig.5.1

Fig. 5. 5 The intergrand "f(m) (Eq.5.16) plotted for a range of wave

vectors in and several values of the electron/atom rat io for

CuAl: (a) 2 = l.li (fee favourable); (b) Z = 1.8 (bee

favourable; (c) Z = 2,2 (bec favourable); (d) Z = 2.3 (bec T. fee).

The calculations are base on the Thomas-Fermi approximation to

the screened pseudopotentials. The arrows in each diagram

denote the position of 2K , and the positions of the reciprocal

la t t ive vectors g are indicated. Note that the g's vary

with concentration since the atomic volume of the alloy changes.
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Fig.5,6 The integrand ^iu) (Eq.(5.17)) plotted for a range of

wave vectors u and three values of the electron/atom rat io

Z for CuZn: (a) Z = 1.465 (fee favourable); (b) Z = ].U80

(fee t bee); (c) Z = 1.505 (bec favourable). The

calculations use the Ashcroft empty-core pseudopotentiala

(after Evans et a l . 1979).

Fig.6.1 The free energy differences per electron for CuAl as

functions of the electron-per-atom rat io Z, The calculations

use the Ashcroft empty-core pseudopotentials. Curves Al(Bl),

A2(B2) and A3(B3) denote the difference FbCC - F f c c (F h c p - FCC)

for the Hubbard, Sham-Hubbard and Shaw-Pynn forms of f ,
* J xe

respectively. For the hep structure the c/a rat io is taken

to be the ideal rat io at a l l concentrations. The arrows denote

the electron-per-atom rat ios at which various reciprocal l a t t i ce

vectors eross 2IC, and the adjacent numbers are the structural

weights (after Rahman 198lb).

Fig.6.2(a) the free energy difference for CuZn per ion AF = F - F
6 ™ r real sph'

calculated in the approximation of real and spherical FS as a

function of Z vith the Ashcroft empty-core pseudopotential
(y> U = ±.2ktm, fn = 1.27au) (l) fee, ( l 1 ) fee (with account ofc c

correction for {200} vectors); (2) bee, (3) hep (c/a = 1.633)

and {h) hep (c/a - I.857) (after Haslov et a l . 1983).

(b) the same as in (a) for the Krasko-Gurskii pseudopotential C

Krasko and Gurskii 1972).

Fig.6.3(a) the free energy difference for CuZn per ion AF = F - F

for 0- and a-phases. Here curves 1,2, 3 correspond to the

empty-core pseudopotentials with two different values for y

and the Krasko-Gurskii pseudopotentials respectively, for the

spherical FS. Curves 1 ' , 2', 31 correspond to these potentials

for the real FS.

(b) the same as in (a) for £ (c/a = 1.633) and a-phases.
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Fig.7.l(a) the free energy differences per electron for the CuZn

system as functions of electron-per-atom ratio Z. F,

denotes the total free energy calculated from a third-order

theory. Curves A, B and C denote F - F corresponding

respectively to the Ashcroft empty-core, local and nonlocal

transition metal pseudopotentials, The arrows indicate the

electron/atom ratios at which various reciprocal latt ice

vectors become equal to 2JCp and the adjacent numbers are

the associated structural weights.

Fig.T.l(b) the free energy differences per electron for the CuZti

system as functions of electron-per-atom ratio Z. F,

denoted the total free energy calculated from a third-order

theory. Curves A, B and C denote F - F corresponding

respectively to the Ashcroft empty-core, local and quasi-local

transition metal (TM) pseudopotentials. The c/a ratio

corresponding to the hop structure is 1.633, the ideal value.

The arrows and associated numbers signify the same as in Fig.Y.l(a).

Fig.Y.l(c) the free energy differences per electron for the CuZn system

as functions of electron-per-atom ratio Z. F, denotes the

total free energy calculated from a third-order theory. Curves

A, B ajid C denote ¥ c - F c corresponding respectively

to the Ashcroft empty-core, local and quasi-local TM

pseudopotentials. The c/a ratio relevant to hep structure

is the concentration-veighted average of 1.633 at pure Cu

and 1.857, the observed value at pure Zn. The arrows and

associated numbers signify the same as in Fig.7.l{a). The .

prime in hep is used to denote the variable c/a ratio.

Fig,7.2(a) the free energy differences per electron for the CuAl system

as functions of electron-per-atom ratio Z. Other details

are as in Fig.T.l(a).

Fig.7.2(o) the free energy differences per electron for the CuAl system

as functions of electron-per-atom ratio Z. Other details are

as in Fig.7.l(b).

Fig.7.3(a) the free energy differences per electron for the CuSn system

as functions of electron-per-atom ratio Z. Other details are

as in Fig.T.l(a).

Fig.7.3(b)

Fig.7.Ma)

Fig.7.

Fig.7.Me)

Fig.7.5(a)

Fig.7.5(b)

Fig-7.5(c)

the free energy differences per electron for the CuSn

system as functions of electron-per-atom ratio Z. Other

details are as in Fig.7.l("h).

the free energy differences per electron for the CuZn

system as functions of electron-per-atom ratio Z, The

calculations use the Ashcroft pseudopotential. Curves

A = C , B = c , C = and

D = F^ - F ; the ideal c/a rat io corresponding to the

hop structure is taken at a l l concentrations. Curve
hep feeE = F3 F3 » t l l e 0 J 'a ra t io varying linearly with

concentra t ion from 1.633 ( i d e a l ) a t pure Cu to I.857

(observed) at pure Zn.

the free energy differences per electron for the CuZn

system as functions of electron-per-atom ratio Z. The

calculations use the Ashcroft pseudopotential. Curves

, B = and C

the energy differences per electron for the CuZn system

as functions of electron-per-atom ratio Z. The

calculations use the Ashcroft pseudopotential. Curves

A = Û  ~ U2 ' B = U3 3 a n d C = F-iCP ~ FTCC

with the ideal c/a ratio at all concentrations.

the free energy differences per electron for the CuZn

system as functions of electron-per-atom ratio Z. The

calculations use the local transition-metal pseudopotential.

Curves A - Fbcc - P f c c
 B = Fh c p F f c c C = Fbcc F f c c

2 2 ' 2 2 ' 3 3

and D = F - F ; the ideal c/a ratio corresponding to

the hep sturcture is taken at al l concentrations.

the free energy differences per electron for the CuZn

system as functions of electron-per-atom ratio Z. The

calculations use the quasi-local transition-metal

pseudopotential. The labellings are as in Fig.7.5(a).

the free energy differences per electron for the CuZn system

as functions of electron-per-atom ratio Z. The calculations

use the transition-metal pseudopotential.
,,bcc ,,fec

A = u: for the local pseudopotential, curves

- (ill-



B = c =

Fig .T .5 (e )

F i g . 9 . 1

lu c c f o c
E = F - K for the quasi-local pseudopotential.

the energy differences per electron for the CuZn system

as functions of electran-per-atom ratio Z. The

calculations use the transition-metal pseudopotential.

Curve A jrhcp

curves B = , C = , D =

F c cand E = F.,lcp - F*tl: for the quasi-local pseudopotential;

the e/a ratio corresponding to the hep structure is

1.633, the ideal value.

the energy differences per electron for the CuZn system

as functions of electron-per-atom ratio Z, The

calculations use the transition-metal pseudopotential,

tent:

D = FhCp

Curve A = U^cp - l / c c for the local pseudopotential.

Curves B = C =
"

fee
2 2

and E = F.,Cp - F_,CC for the quasi-local pseudopotential;

the c/a ratio varies linearly with concentration from the

ideal value at pure Cu to 1.857 (observed) at pure Zn.

The concentration dependence of the free energy of

formation AF and the entropy of formation AS in CuZn

(£98.5°K). Curve A denotes AF for the fee phase,

The concentration dependence of the free energies of

formation AF and the entropy of formation AS in CuSn

(T = 298.5 K). For the hep phase (curve C) the c/a

ratio is taken to be the ideal rs.tio at all concentrations.

The labelling of other curves follows that in Fig.9.1.

Fig.9.2

and C (vith ideal c/a ratio) for the two hep phases.

The arrows denote tht concentrations at which various

reciprocal lattice vectors cross 21C,, and the adjacent

numbers are the structural weights. Here hep (1.5)

denotes the first hep reciprocal lattice vectors for

a/a = 1.857. The common tangents determine the stability

limits of the various solid phases (after Rahman 1981a).

The concentration dependence of the free energies of

formation AF and the entropy of formation A2 in CuAl

(T = 298.5 K). For the hep phase (curve C) the c/a

ratio is taken to be the ideal ratio at all concentrations.

The labelling of other curves follows that in Fig.9,1

(after Rahman L98la).
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